A Page in a Book
Books That Are Worth the Wait
One of the hardest things for children to learn isn’t words, numbers or colors. Most parents will agree that learning patience is one of the most challenging
things for a kid to master. Whether it’s watching the clock for a play date, counting
the days until vacation, or waiting anxiously for cookies to cool – kids know what
patience is. They just tend to have it in short supply. The following titles explore
the practice of patience (from both sides of the virtue), giving young readers a
humorous perspective of the rewards of waiting.

Treat

by Mary Sullivan (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
Awakened by the scent of something to eat, a pup springs up from slumber and into action
with just one thing on his mind...a treat. Following his nose, he find his family toddler snacking on cereal. Maybe the cereal is his treat? He waits, but is disappointed to see the cereal
eaten by the little girl (and and her toy shark.) Trembling with anticipation, the pup continues his
search through every room of the house, with every family member in search of a treat. But it
eludes him at every turn. Just when he’s about to lose his mind waiting for a treat, he hears the
word he’s been waiting so long to hear. Capturing the nervous tension that comes with waiting for something special to happen, Sullivan’s less-than-patient pup promises to be a favorite
picture book pal.

I’ll Wait, Mr. Panda

by Steve Antony (Scholastic)
Armed with apron, bowl and spoon, Mr. Panda is clearly getting ready to cook something special. His curious friends are quick to inquire about what Mr. Panda is making. As
he tells each friend that it’s a surprise and they must wait and see, every friend declares
they will not wait and they leave. But as each impatient friend walks away, a small penguin
constantly chimes in with “I’ll wait, Mr Panda.” The reader and the dedicated penguin are
in for a big surprise indeed, when Mr. Panda’s effort produces an enormous reward for
someone with enough patience.

Ready Rabbit Gets Ready

by Brenna Maloney (Viking / Penguin)
When Momma’s voice calls through the bedroom door that it’s time to get ready,
Ready Rabbit is off to a slow start. First, there are dreams that need dreaming. And
there are toys that need to be played with. Momma’s voice keeps calling for him to get
ready, as he moves toward getting dressed. But even the task of choosing the right
clothes (capes, sidekick masks, or underwear?) can slow the whole thing down. With
every possible distraction and delay in the way, will Ready Rabbit ever be ready? An
ideal illustration of patience from the other side, readers get a front row seat to the trials
of parents who wait (and wait) for their kids to get ready to go.
Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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When the Music Begins

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Our children are usually introduced to music early in
their lives. The first soothing notes of a lullaby create
calm and familiarity for our littlest ones. Feeling the
rhythmic beats of a song in the car inspires instant
energy, nudging toddlers in car seats to kick their feet
in time. Music is a versatile companion that meets our
children early, and accompanies them as they grow
and mature. The following toys expand on kids’
relationship to music and support their interest as
they make melodies of their own.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Mozart Magic
Cube

Sing-Along
Music Player

Babies have a much broader
ear for music than most musical
toys give them credit for. Eschewing simplistic jingles, the Mozart
Magic Cube shares eight musical
masterpieces from Mozart. The
cube allows small children to
manipulate the layers of sound
within the classical compositions.
With simple touches, kids can add or subtract instruments from the
selections. The sounds they tailor can range from a solo instrumental
performance to a full orchestra. Featuring familiar Mozart tunes along
with some deeper cuts, this captivating cube will keep little ears tuned
in for longer listening and a richer musical exploration.

Empowering a child’s own
voice, the karaoke-style of accompaniment opens all new avenues
for kids to make their own unique
music as they sing-along with
their favorite tunes. Using wireless Bluetooth, USB, radio or aux
connections, this player lets kids
explore adding their own voice to
endless selections in your music library. Battery power in addition to
plug in allows extra portability. With two microphones, solo singers
can also invite friends for duets, doubling the song power of the
Kidzlane Sing-along Music Player. Kid-sized karaoke has never been
easier to enjoy!

(Kidzlane)

(Munchkin)

Kidibeatz
Drum Set

Teaching Keys
Keyboard

There’s nothing quite like
the tactile experience of playing
percussion to really punctuate
the real feel of music. This small
drum kit with three heads offers
four different kinds of exploration:
free play, follow-along, letters
and numbers. With programmed
melodies in a variety of styles, little hands can tap and pound along
with electronic tunes, or use free-play to craft their own rhythms
and beats. Making the move from spoons on trays, pots and pans,
the Kidibeatz Drums Set is the ideal child-sized kit to bring the
boom to the room.

Getting started with a broad
variety of demo tunes, this keyboard
quickly inspires musical exploration
and learning. Players can select
rhythms (samba, blues, waltz, etc.)
as well as changing the keys’ instrumental sound among harp, trumpet,
violin and more. Light-up keys
introduce the method behind the music. Stop, play, and record options assist budding keyboardists as they craft their own sound. Adjustable tempo
and volume controls lets kids manage the pace of their musical exploration. Whether actively pursuing keyboard skills, or simply playing around,
the Teaching Keys Keyboard opens the door to new music skills.

(Fisher-Price)

(VTech)

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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